Tooth Surface Loss: Definitions, Prevention and Diagnosis
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Abstract

Background: Tooth surface loss (TSL) is the loss of dental hard tissue including enamel and dentin caused by factors other than dental caries. This condition can be seen clinically as attrition, erosion, abrasion and abfraction. TSL can cause dental hypersensitivity and loss of vertical dimension. Also, TSL can be asymptomatic in which patients are not aware of the condition. Aims: This review will provide an overview of the definitions, prevalence, aetiology, diagnosis and preventive management of TSL. Conclusion: TSL or tooth wear (TW) is a common physiological condition occurring throughout the patients’ life, however, excessive tooth wear that cause functional and aesthetic problems are considered pathological wear. Dentists should be aware of the aetiology of the tooth wear in order to provide a successful diagnosis, management, and treatment. Clinical significance: it is of paramount importance to know and differentiate between the causes of the TW to be able to prevent and treat the problem. In mild to moderate TW without functional and aesthetical concerns, preventive measurements and regular follow-up will help to monitor and prevent further destructions.
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INTRODUCTION

Tooth wear (TW) is a condition affecting the dental hard tissues [1, 2]. TW is a general term describing the loss of the tooth surfaces from factors other than dental caries. (3) The normal physiological TW is irreversible condition and cumulative with age [2]. Lamberchts et al., in 1989 found that the normal physiological wear in enamel is 20-38 μm per year [4].

Pathological TW caused by different aetiological factors such as erosion, abrasion, attrition and abfraction [2]. Tooth surface loss (TSL) term was suggested by Eccles to include all the causative factors regardless of the exact cause of wear [5]. This term makes it easy to describe the condition due to the difficulty to isolate one single factor when a patient come with TW. TSL include factors such as dentinogenesis imperfecta, amelogenesis imperfecta and trauma [2].

Pathological TW can range from mild sensitivity caused by abrasion or erosion to large destruction of teeth caused by attrition. Furthermore, treatment of TW can range from simple preventive care to full mouth rehabilitation [1].

Definitions

TW is multifactorial conditions, it can be subdivided into: Attrition, Erosion, Abrasion and Abfraction.

Attrition is the loss of tooth tissue or restoration caused by masticatory forces between opposing teeth. Attrition occur on the incisal and occlusal contacting surfaces [6]. The early clinical sign of attrition is the appearance of small facet on the cusp or slight flattening in the incisal edge. In severe attrition cases, shortening of the clinical crown with dentin and pulp exposure can be seen [2].

Erosion is the loss of tooth substances by chemical process. Chronic exposure of dental tissues to acidic substrate can cause dental erosion. The early clinical sign can present as a shallow smooth surface affecting the enamel. In severe cases a cupping on the occlusal surface of posterior teeth and incisal edge of anterior teeth can be seen [2, 3].

Abrasion is the physical TSL caused by mechanical process. Abrasion includes an object or material repeatedly contacting the tooth surface [2]. Faulty tooth brushing is the most common cause of abrasion. The lesion is usually rounded or ‘V’ shaped
ditches located on the buccal or labial cervical area of the tooth. The most commonly affected teeth are canines and premolars [2].

Abfraction is a TW caused by eccentric occlusal loads which lead to compressive and tensile forces at the cervical area of the tooth. The lesion appears as a wedge shaped with sharp rims at the cemento-enamel junction [1, 2].

Prevalence
Males show more TW than females due to increased occlusal forces in males [7]. The prevalence of TW increased with age. A systematic review showed that the percentage of patients with severe TW increased from 3% at 20 years old to 17% at 70 years old [8]. Another study showed similar outcomes. In this study, the extent of TW was scored from 0 to 3, the mean wear score increased from 0.6 in 20-29 years old group to 1.4 in 70-79 years old group [9]. In the UK, a survey run by NHS showed increased TW from 66% in 1998 to 76% in 2009 [10].

Aetiology
Clinical diagnosis of TW is not an easy job. Dentists know that the cause of TSL is multifactorial. Therefore, the TW term, which can be used when describing the aetiology, might be only used to describe the outcome of underlying events rather than the cause of the wear [1].

During the diagnosis, a detailed patient history is important to understand the causative factors [1]. Patient might present with TW resulting from erosion and abrasion, each condition should be addressed for better prevention strategy and treatment plan.

Attrition
Tooth wear can occur physiologically with age or pathologically results of parafunctional habits. The physiological TW has been found to be 20-38 µm annually mainly as occlusal attrition [11]. It has been shown that attrition is the most common cause of tooth wear [1]. The diagnosis of this issue is difficult for the dentist, and patients sometimes are not aware of it. It has been found that the cause of bruxism is due to parafunctional activity from stress and premature contacts on mandibular movement [12, 13].

However, there is little evidence supporting the previous theory that premature contacts and decreased number of occluding teeth might increase the wear rate. There was no correlation between loss of teeth and tooth wear [13].

Erosion
Demineralisation of dental hard tissue takes place when the pH drops below 5.5 which consider the critical pH [14]. Smith and Knight found erosion in 89% of patients referred for severe TW [15]. Erosion can be subdivided extrinsic or intrinsic [1, 2, 5].

Extrinsic erosion includes acidic food and drinks, medication, environmental or industry related. Some medications play a role in erosive TW such as Aspirin (a salicylic acid), chewable vitamin C [7]. A relationship has been found between the consumption of acidic foods and drinks and erosion of the dental tissue [16, 17]. Increased consumption of fizzy drinks, citrus fruits and juices and herbal tea have an erosive effect on tooth surface [5, 16, 18]. The measurement of the total acid content, which called titratable acidity, is the main indicator in determining the erosive potential of drinks instead of the actual pH value.

Industrial worker can have an exposure to acid in the work which lead to environmental erosion. Erosive TW has been found in industrial worker such as wine tasting and battery acid manufacturing [19, 20]. Swimming pools usually have low pH chlorinated water which consider a causative factor for erosive TW [21].

Chronic alcoholism causes extrinsic and intrinsic erosion. Alcohol has an acidic component which cause extrinsic erosion beside the intrinsic effects of vomiting and regurgitation [22].

Intrinsic erosion is caused by gastric content entering the oral cavity. (23) It can be voluntary or involuntary diseases or habits. Vomiting, for example, can be voluntary and involuntary due to excessive alcohol intake, during pregnancy, and side-effect of medications [1].

Gastro-intestinal disturbances such as rumination and gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) can cause involuntary regurgitation of gastric acids. The pH of the stomach acid is 2 which is very erosive to the dental tissues especially the palatal and lingual surfaces. Some patient might not be aware of the silent reflux until this issue seen by the dentist. Referral to the medical practitioner should be done to investigate and treat the problem that might lead to serious harm such as strictures and ulceration of oesophageal lining [1, 24].

Eating disorders such as bulimia and anorexia nervosa can increase the incident of voluntary regurgitation. Perimolysis lesions, which are erosion on the palatal surfaces of upper incisors, are the sign of voluntary regurgitation [25].

Rumination usually seen in mentally disable patients. It includes GORD with voluntary and involuntary regurgitation of swallowed food and then re-chewed and re-swallowed. However, the prevalence of erosion associated with rumination is not fully known [26].
Abrasives TW caused by habit such as pipe smoking, nail biting, pen-chewing and most commonly faulty toothbrushing. Aggressive toothbrushing with abrasive toothpastes can cause abrasion on the cervical area of the canines and premolars [1, 2]. Also, using of interdental brushes and toothpicks improperly can cause abrasion. Eating unwashed vegetables and fruits were found to cause abrasion due to the amounts of soil they contained [27]. Dry sunflower seeds can cause abrasive TW on the incisal area of anterior teeth [28].

Abfraction

Abfraction is a TW caused by eccentric occlusal forces, leading to a tensile and compressive load on the cervical area of the tooth [2]. It has been debated whether abfraction is a form of TW or a combination of erosion, abrasion and attrition. Attrition and abrasion may accelerate the wear in the cervical area. Furthermore, erosion can cause softening of the tooth surface and increase the loss of tissue at the cervical area [29].

Diagnosis of tooth wear

It is very difficult to distinguish between the clinical presentations and causes of the TW, and these affect the diagnosis. Dentists should, however, find out if the wear is pathological or physiological. A thorough and detailed history of the chief complaint should be recorded. Detailed and accurate medical history and medication used should be documented. Intraoral assessment of the signs and symptoms alongside with the location of the TW. Photographs, radiographs and salivary flow rate are a very important measures to obtain a successful diagnosis and treatment [2].

The diagnosis should include a description of the types of lesions, locations, extent, and severity of the wear [1]. Some indices have been used to grade the severity of TSL by recording the affected surface with a number. Tooth Wear Index by Smith and Knight is the most popular index [15]. This index is very useful to compare the rate of TW between patients and to monitor the progress of TSL for each patient [2]. Basic erosive wear examination (BEWE) is another method to record and monitor the TW [30]. In this method the teeth are divided into sextant, then the highest score is recorded for each sextant. Moreover, intraoral scanners can be used to diagnose and monitor TW [31].

There are different strategies help to diagnose and monitor TW. Scratch test, for example, can be used where scratch is made on the tooth structure with a blade and monitor the scratch. When the scratch disappears, the erosion or abrasion has happened. Photographs also help to monitor the changes in the translucency and shade of the teeth. Furthermore, dental casts are very important diagnostic tool to examine the changes in the wear pattern over the time [32].

Prevention of TSL

Managing acute conditions is the first line of treatment. This involve applying a desensitising agent or fluoride varnish over the exposed dentin to reduce the sensitivity. Glass ionomer can be applied as well until the definitive restoration planned. In some severe worn dentition, root canal treatment or even extraction may be needed [2].

The second stage is the prevention which include:

1. Fluoride has been found to protect the teeth from subsequent wear in case of erosive TW. Munoz et al., found that using remineralising toothpastes increased the hardness of the exposed surface to acid comparing to conventional fluoride toothpastes [33].
2. Desensitising Agent: it has been shown that application of 0.7% fluoride at the dental office followed by application of 0.4% stannous fluoride at home reduce the sensitivity [34]. Potassium fluoride toothpaste can help in managing sensitivity. Tooth mousse from GC is a useful paste for managing sensitivity from TW which administered using bleaching tray [2].
3. Modification in beverages: it has been found that adding calcium lactate to Coca Cola reduce the erosive potential. Patient with erosive wear because of increased consumption of carbonated drinks, fruit juices or any other acidic drinks should be informed to reduce the quantity and frequency of consumption [2].
4. Changes habits such as drinking acidic drink with straw and avoid swishing it in the mouth. Stop habits like pen/pencil and nail biting [2].
5. Splints in cases of TW, splint is beneficial to prevent further loss of tooth especially from attrition [1, 2]. Patients with nocturnal bruxism, night guard is required. The splint should provide an ideal occlusion, with even centric stops, canine guidance and even anterior guidance [2].
6. Referral to medical doctor when dentist suspects any reflux disease or bulimia. Medications such as omeprazole and ranitidine can be prescribed to reduce the gastric reflux [1, 2].

Primary investigations

These investigations include a detailed medical and dental history, clinical assessment to find out the cause of TW. Furthermore, aesthetic, restorative, periodontal and endodontic examinations with radiographs should be made [1].

Diagnostic Phase

Mounted study casts should be used to check the overall dentition, occlusion, contacts and presence of any interferences, and availability of restorative space. The occlusal vertical dimension (OVD) should be recorded with a jaw registration at the planned new vertical dimension (Retruded Contact Position) which will be used to mount the casts on the semi-adjustable
articulator [1]. Then, Wax-up can be made at the new vertical dimension. At this stage, the foundation for the planned treatment can be transferred to the patient mouth to assess the vertical dimension, function and aesthetics.

CONCLUSION
TSL or TW is a common physiological condition occurs throughout the patients’ life, however, excessive tooth wear that cause functional and aesthetic problems are considered pathological wear. Dentists should be aware of the aetiology of the tooth wear in order to provide a successful diagnosis, management, and treatment.
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